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CARPENTRY 
 

 
 
 

Sutter’s Fort Carpenter’s Trade Guild 
Presents 

ELP Training  
 
 

 
“THE MORE THE STUDENT PRATICIPATES IN 

ALL PHASES OF A PROJECT ……. 
…THE GREATER THEIR OWNERSHIP ” 
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Carpenter's Shop  
THE WOODWORKING TRADES 

 
I. GOALS: 

 
A. GOALS OF THE FORT DOCENT PROGRAM 

• SUPPORT INTERPRETIVE GOALS OF SUTTER'S FORT SHP 
• INTERPRET A HISTORICAL ENVIRONMENT (PRE-TV) 
• INTERPRET A DIFFERENT SET OF PERSONAL VALUES 
• UNDERSTAND THE VALUES OF OUR ANCESTORS 
• DEVELOP SOME PERSONAL SKILLS IN COMMUNICATION AND 

KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO WORK WITH PERIOD TOOLS AND 
MATERIALS. 

• SUPPORT AND ASSIST IN THE NECESSARY BACKGROUND 
ACTIVITIES THAT ALLOW THE VARIOUS TYPES OF PROGRAMS TO 
BE PRODUCED AND FUNCTION. 

   
B. GOALS OF THE CARPENTER SHOP  

• TEACH SHOP SAFETY 
• PLANNING WORK AND WORKING THE PLAN 
• LEARNING HOW TO PROPERLY USE AND MAINTAIN PERIOD HAND 

TOOLS 
• HOW TO READ WOOD  
• UNDERSTAND THE SOCIAL VALUES AND THE SOCIETY OF OUR 

ANCESTORS 
• ME 
• MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
• MY PARENTS AND EXTENDED FAMILY 
• MY NEIGHBORS 
• MY TOWN 
• MY COUNTY / DISTRICT etc.  
• MY STATE / TERRITORY 
• MY COUNTRY 
• THE REST OF THE WORLD 
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C. HISTORICAL GOALS TO BE DISCUSSED OR REFERENCED 
• PERIOD SCHOOL 

• APPRENTICE-JOURNEYMAN-GUILD MASTER 
• THE FARM / SHOP AS THE SCHOOL 

• WOODWORKING TRADES 
• NON-SKILLED WORKER? 
• GENERAL CARPENTER 
• HOUSEWRIGHTS 
• CABINETMAKERS / FURNITURE MAKERS 
• SPECIALTY WOODWORKERS 
• WHEELWRIGHT  
• SHIPWRIGHTS / SHIP CARPENTERS 
• CARTWRIGHT-WAINWRIGHT-CARRIAGEWRIGHT-

COACHWRIGHT 
• TOOLS OF THE TRADES 

• KNOWLEDGE OF WOOD AND ITS PROPERTIES 
• THE EDGE AND THE WEDGE 
• JOINERY 
• HAND TOOL VS. POWER TOOL 

• SUTTER 
• THE MAN 
• THE WORLD BUILDER AND HIS FACTORY 
• THE LANDLORD / MANNER LORD 

• CALIFORNIA 
• WESTWARD MIGRATION 

• REASONS (I.E.. INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IN EUROPE 
AND USA) 

• MOTIVATIONS 
• NEW SWITZERLAND 
• SACRAMENTO RIVER AREA 
• THE REST OF THE STATE 

• THE REST OF THE WORLD 
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II. OBJECTIVES: 
 

The primary objective of this workstation is to complete the selected woodworking project 
in the allotted time (about 45 minutes per rotation, or about 20 to 25 minutes of effective 
work time.  Rotational time period may vary depending upon the teacher’s work plan.) 
 
The understanding of how we work together toward a common end goal, process or 
product; the relationship between the worker, their tools, the wood…..are necessary as 
everyone completes their project in a safe manner. 
 

III. THE PEOPLE: (Excerpt from the Carpenter Shop Rehab Plan 1984): 
 
Crafts Represented: Coachwrighting, cartwrighting, timber framing, joinery, boxer, cabinet-
furniture making, tool stocking, carpentry, and other wood-related crafts. 
 
According to the Kunzel Map (see following page), the carpenter’s shop of today is 
inaccurately placed in relation to the carpenter’s living quarters. The living quarters were 
located at the north end of the existing shop while the original shop extended south, 
covering the approximate area of the current walk-in room that adjoins the present shop.  
More simply, the south wall of the existing shop appears to have been placed roughly ten 
feet too far to the south, and the respective rooms inverted. 
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Since the reconstruction of the fort, along with its mistakes, is in itself of historic and 
cultural value, the advisability of the relocation of the south wall of the carpenter’s shop is 
debatable (Area 13 above is the shop, and Area 14 is the outdoor working area).  Since 
little is known about actual carpenter shop activities at Fort Sutter, a scenario of the 
activities and equipment in the shop is based upon documented materials of other 
functioning shops of the period. 
 
The carpenter’s shop at the Fort, in conjunction with the blacksmith’s shop, manufactured 
most of the implements and equipment utilized by people in and about the fort during 1845 
through 1847.  The woodworking tradesmen (Carpenters, Joiners, Coachwright, 
Cartwright/Wagonwright, Cabinetmakers, Framers, Sawyers, etc.) would use the 
carpenter’s shop as the focal point of their crafts. Jobs that had to be done about the Fort 
would have been organized and coordinated by the master carpenter (foreman) under 
contract to Captain Sutter.  One such person was James Wilson Marshall, who became 
Captain Sutter’s chief mechanic (Marshall was a Master Coachwright, Journeyman 
Wheelwright and Millwright.)  

 
The primary theme we want to convey to the public is that the carpenter’s shop was critical 
to the development of a successful settlement at the Fort and how its products were used 
in every phase of people’s lives.  The shop will produce a portion of the furnishings found 
in the fort.  Therefore, the shop’s theme becomes the function of the shop and its 
woodworkers in 1845-47. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CARPENTER AND HIS TIMES, 1800 - 1846 (Remember, by 
1846, Chippendale furniture was antique) 
 
The following concepts of the 1846 carpenter were gleaned from the works cited in the 
bibliography (Section IX of the Sutter’s Fort Carpenter Shop Rehabilitation Plan, 1984). 

 
• Carpentry in the 1840s varied in quality with each craftsman.  Sutter’s Fort had all 

types of craftsmen, from poor to excellent (apprentice, journeyman, and Master 
craftsman).  Sutter, of course, would have hired only good men, but might have been 
compelled to use lesser craftsmen when necessary. 

 
• Mortise and tenon, wedge, glue, and pegs would be the preferred joinery methods, 

since they produce a superior bond.  Screws, nuts and bolts (both metal and wood), 
would be used for certain jobs, but sparingly as they were in short supply.  Nails (by 
1846 were machine cut and coming into California by ship and settler) would be used 
only for certain types of projects like items not exposed to weather, and items 
expected to have a short life. 

 
• Carpentry of this period was a complex trade, requiring a greater number of skills and 

knowledge than now because of the greater number of tasks performed by the 
average woodworker. 

 
• The work of the carpenter was closely integrated with everyone’s life. Wood products, 

from pitchers to beds to wagons to houses, were purchased more or less directly from 
the carpenter. 

 
• Carpenter’s tools were highly developed and specialized by this period, although the 

next 40 years would see the introduction of metal-bodied tools replace many of the 
wooden-stocked tools common in the mid-1800s.  (Note: Metal bodied planes and 
other tools have been found in Egyptian and other ancient civilizations, and most tools 
have not changed in design for over 4000 years.  Design follows function.) 

 
• A wide variety of woods were used according to their particular characteristics.  These 

characteristics included not only hardness, but also density, grain direction, resistance 
to rot and insects, cleavage, expansion, odor, resilience, stability in seasoning, 
toughness, figure, and resistance to warping or splitting.  There is no one, perfect 
wood.  A number of woods that were very important to the l9th century carpenter are 
not of commercial value today. 
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• Carpenters routinely produced many of their own tools.  Both financial and practical 
considerations account for self-produced tools. Financially, it was imprudent to pay 
someone else to make what the craftsman could make for himself, and a great portion 
of the tools of this period were of wood.  The metal portions of tools were sold without 
handles or stocks; ax handles, for example, were not commercially produced in any 
quantity until approximately the period of the U. S. Civil War.  Ax handles, plane 
bodies and totes, adze handles: such as these were built to suit the hand and arm of 
the person who would use them.  Once the best length, cross-section, and curve were 
discovered, the individual made a pattern so that subsequent handles could be 
reproduced identically.  Many settlers would have brought ax handle patterns since 
they too had to make their own.  The tool had to fit the job as well as the carpenter.  If 
the job required a special plane or a special jig, the carpenter produced it, limited only 
by his imagination and the nature of the materials available. 

 
The type of carpentry that can be done at Sutter’s Fort State Historic Park is dependent 
upon two major factors:  
 

1. The kinds of tools that can be made available, and made at the Fort. 
 
2. The kinds of woods that can be acquired.  More historical research is 

necessary to determine exactly what was done, but much can be 
surmised with accuracy.  Finding native species of trees that were here 
in 1846 has been made more difficult because most of the native 
Californian varieties have been replaced with imported species that 
have a higher commercial value.  We have found lists of the types of 
trees found in the valley and foothills, and we are always in the process 
of trying to obtain a working stock of those woods for use at the fort. 

 
Eighteenth century carpentry, especially in fixed settlements such as Williamsburg, use 
primarily seasoned lumber.  Use of seasoned lumber is the luxury of an established 
community, since air seasoning requires a minimum of eight months to a year.  Trees 
would be felled in late January or early February (California seasons) when the sap was 
down, and ready for use by October at the earliest.   Oak would be ready for use by 
February of the following year.  Seasoned oak or cottonwood would be the preferred 
materials for floor planking. 
 
 
 
Nineteenth century country carpentry, on the other hand, made extensive use of green 
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wood.  The joinery of green wood carpentry differs from that of seasoned wood carpentry 
because of the different characteristics of the two materials green wood work makes 
allowances for shrinkage and also takes advantage of it.  For example, a mortise cut into 
green wood will shrink around a slightly seasoned tenon to form a joint that will never need 
glue or fasteners of any kind and will grow stronger with age.  In time, the two woods will 
become almost welded together.  Green wood and seasoned wood carpentry are 
appropriate for the period of Sutter’s Fort, depending on the task at hand, both would have 
been used. 
 
While only further research will show the actual quality of woodwork produced at the Fort, 
the potential quality can be known; potentially, it would have been of the highest quality.  
The presence of men such as James Marshall, a carriage-maker, assures us of this 
because the carriage-maker was the most highly skilled carpenter of the period. 

 
IV. THE PLACE: 
 
 All of the wood working activities will occur under and around the covered work area in 

front of the Carpenter shop  
 
Wood workers usually did not work inside the shop during a normal day because the 
daytime light was much better outside than inside the shop.  People only worked inside the 
shop during really bad weather and at night.  Most of the time the shop was used as a 
place to safely store tools and equipment not need for that day's tasks.  During the hot 
summer days the shop was also used as a cool place to rest during the hottest part of the 
day.  In the hot weather people would work from about 5:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., eat the mid-
day meal and rest until about 6:30 p.m. and work until about 10:00 p.m. (7 days a week). 
 
NOTE: under no circumstances will anyone be allowed in the Carpenter Shop room.  The 
Carpenter Shop has too many sharp tools and equipment out in the open and someone 
could get hurt.  The shop is a working display for the general public, and any ELP activities 
in the shop could (and has happened in the past) destroy elements in the shop. 
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V.  SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: 
 

A. Do not allow anyone to play with the tools or the materials in or around the shop or 
Fort.  Tools are sharp and can cut very deeply if you are not paying attention to 
what you are doing. If someone injuries themselves, contact Fort staff immediately  

 
B. Watch for unsafe situations to occur and stop them before they get out of control. 
 
C. If the weather is going to be cold, make sure you are dressed to keep warm (if 

possible wool clothing).  If it is raining wool clothing will keep you warm even if you 
get totally soaked.  Bring dry clothing to wear at night, or after you get out of the 
rain. 

 
D. If the weather gets warm or hot (80°F or higher) drink plenty of fluids (adults more 

so than children) and keep the salt levels high.  Iced lemonade, apple juice, tea 
are period, and salt crackers, jerky, any salted meat, onions, garlic chips, raw salt 
are period electrolyte restoration foods.  Adults lose more water and body salts 
than children (more skin area).  A wet cloth (cotton or linen) around the neck will 
keep the body cooler.  Do not take off shirts and expose the skin to the sun; this is 
not period, and it is not safe.  Wear cotton or linen long sleeved underwear (like 
long john tops) under the over-shirt.  The natural fibers will draw the sweat from 
the skin and act like a swamp cooler.  Our ancestors knew this but we have 
forgotten this simple solution.  No shorts, again loose fitting linen or cotton pants 
will keep the sun from burning the skin.  Wear wide brimmed hats to keep the neck 
and face shaded (straw, or light felt/canvas are period hat making materials)  DO 
NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU FEEL SICK OR FAINT TO START DRINKING FLUIDS 
AND EATING SALTED FOODS  (By then it may be too late, if this does occur get 
yourself to the air conditioned rangers’ office and ask for help!).  You should start 
the increased salt intake 12 to 24 hours prior to arriving at the fort.  Increase fluid 
intake as soon as you start to sweat.  (NOTE:  those of us at the Fort who follow 
these rules have been able to work when it’s at 117°F inside the Fort, and only 
feel tired at the end of the day, and not feel wasted and drained of all energy for 
the next few days.) 

 
E. Keep children away from open flames.  If children have to be around flames, make 

sure they wear a wool apron or are wearing wool over-clothes.  Wool is one of the 
few fabrics that will slow down fire and smother burning embers.  All other fabrics 
either burn easily or melt and will increase the burn damage.  Keeping buckets 
filled with water near open fires is a good practice.  
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VI. THE CRAFT: 
 

A. SUPPLIES: 
 

• 1840s PERIOD NAILS:  1¾” long “Box” nail (5 penny) square/cut nail.    
NOTE: All nailing must use cut nails since round/wire nails were not available 
at the time, and square nails have a 1840s historical connection to Sutter’s 
Fort.  Wareham Nail Company manufactured cut nails that found their way to 
the Fort via land and sea.  The Wareham Nail Company is now known as 
Tremont Nail Company.  See contact info below and more info at the back of 
this info package. 

 
Tremont Nail Company 
457 School Street,  
Mansfield, MA 02048 
 
Tremont Nail Company 
P.O. Box 31 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
 
Customer Service Department 
Monday - Thursday: 8:00am - 5:00pm (EST) 
Friday: 8:00am - 4:00pm (EST) 
Tel: 800-835-0121, 508-339-4500 
Fax: 508-339-0104 

 
• WOOD:  Pine, molding quality, not general grades.  Any knots in the wood 

should be solid and not loose.  1” thick stock is traditionally 3/4” to 7/8” in 
thickness which will depend upon sanding/finishing of surfaces from the wood 
supplier.  Sources can include building supplies, hardware, wood supply, 
cabinet/furniture shops, or housing developments.  Donations or wholesale 
prices are best, discounts not as good, retail prices should be avoided if at all 
possible.  Douglas Fir should be avoided due to pitch pockets; redwood 
should also be avoided due to splinters and the fact that redwood splinters 
fester quickly.  However, Poplar is a very fine wood for projects.  It has a 
similar weight to pine and wears better; however, due to its hardness, pre-
drilling nailing holes is mandatory.  Brace and Bit/“Egg beater” style drills can 
be used in the school room to drill the holes. 
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• SHAKER PEGS:  For those schools planning to build hat/clothing/key racks 
projects, dowels are normally used, however, “Shaker Pegs” were made and 
available in the 1840s.  The pegs can be found in many craft stores or some 
woodworking stores like Woodcraft Supply. 

 
B. PROJECTS & SOME PLANS:  The following list of projects starts with the 

simplest and goes to the most difficult.  Behind each project is a list of (letters) that 
will identify which tools could be used by the students to prep and manufacture the 
project type: H = Hammer; D = Drill; S = Saw; P = Pliers or wrench; A = Plans 
and/or parts list included in this section; X = Project may require some pre-
assembly and/or precut parts prior to coming to the Fort.    
 
• Candle Holder (basic, tin-can reflector) (S, D, H) 

 
 

• Boot Jack (S, D, H)   

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
• Coat/hat/key Racks (S, D, H) 
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• Recycled Container (S, D, H) 

 

 
 

• Tic-Tac-Toe game (S, D, Paint) 
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• Carrier (S, D, H, X) 

 

 
• Stool, Stool Box, Box Stool (S, D, H, A, X) 
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STOOL BOX 

 

  

 
 
 

BOX STOOL 
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• Stilts (S, D, P, A, X) 
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C. PROJECT PLANNING: 
 

No matter which project is selected, the following rules and hints will assist you in 
making this experience more enjoyable for everyone. 

  

• Practice using the tools before coming to the Fort.  This may be done by 
prefabricating some of the pieces of the in the classroom prior to coming to the 
Fort on your ELP day, or if time is short, really REALLY short, then the parent 
team may have to make the pieces off site.  Most of the more complicated 
projects can only be assembled at the Fort given the traditional allocated time 
of 40 to 45 minutes per rotation. 

• Contact your local builders supply, wood supply yard, new construction site, 
cabinet shop, or a parent in the trades.  See if your source will donate (tax 
deduction) or sell at a discount your wood supplies.  Recycling or waste wood 
sources are another option. 

• Cut/square nails need to be purchased either through the Fort Trade Store 
(sold at cost with no markup) or directly from Tremont Nail Company, or one of 
the few hardware stores that resell Tremont nails.  NOTE:  Round/wire nails 
are not period and will increase the possibility of wood splitting.  DO NOT USE 
HORSE SHOE NAILS, They will always split the wood unless special pocket 
holes are drilled (WAY too much extra work, oh yes, I forgot to tell you that 
those nails will not hold well in wood either.  When used to hold horseshoes in 
place, the nails are driven through the horse’s hooves and then bent over.) 

• Organize the parent teams - minimum of two parents at this station at all 
times, double the number if more than one class from the school is attending.   
One parent leads the children through the project assembly, and the other 
parent functions as the site safety person and interfaces with the visiting 
public.  The parents should swap places/functions after each rotation.  A third 
parent (a rover) could spell the safety parent should a break be needed. 

• Should an emergency occur, immediately contact Sutter’s Fort staff.  

• The more planning and pre-event work that can be done before you come to 
the Fort, the more enjoyable the experience will be for everyone.  Remember, 
the time you spend in the Fort is supposed to be fun for everyone! 

• Inventory the tools in the tool chest (if you need to use them) at the start and 
end of the event.  Report to the Park staff about any broken or dull tools. 
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MOST IMPORTANT:  Get the Students Totally involved and have them “PLAN THE 
WORK then WORK THE PLAN.” 
  
 
ENJOY! –  

 
Stephen C. Prey,  
Shop Master, Sutter's Fort Carpenter Shop. 
 

 
 
 
 


